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ABSTRACT

Coalescence filtration using knitted, foam or nonwoven fibrous media is the widely ap-
plied in the industry for separation and recovery of liquid mists that are generated in
many processes, including lubricated machining, compressors and engine crankcases.
The dynamics of multi-component/ phase fluid transport and its interaction with the filter
surface at the pore-scale and the contact angle dynamics are expected to significantly
influence performance and efficiency of filtration processes. Most mist filters currently
used in the industry are hydro- or oleophillic in nature, even though it is expected that
philic filters will develop higher steady state saturation levels compared to phobic me-
dia. For hydro- or oleo-phobic media, it can be expected that once steady operation is
reached, the total level of saturation in the filter media will be significantly lower, thus
providing advantages in lower pressure drops and better overall performance. How-
ever, phobic media may possibly result in greater levels of aerosol re-entrainment and
a greater potential for clogging by (other) solid particles since parts of the filter may not
be fully wetted. Yet, the literature on the influence of contact angles and its dynamics
on mist filtration characteristics and transport of collected fluid in the filter (including
drainage and re-entrainment) is sparse. Practical difficulties in the measurement of
contact angles on micro-/nano-fibres have also been a consistent dilatory factor in ac-
curate quantification of the wetting characteristics of filter media. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations at the pore-scale with interface capturing techniques of-
fer a unique advantage in enabling parameters such as contact angles and other fluid
properties to be precisely defined - and hence ideal for parametric characterization of
the filter performance. With the aim of isolating the influence of contact angles on the
transport of collected liquid in a filter medium, in the present study, CFD simulations are
carried out where the filter is pre-saturated with Diethylhexyl Sebacate (DEHS) which
is flushed with air (at constant flow rate). Two structurally different types filter media,
nonwoven and foam, with similar properties such as fibre (or element of foam) diame-
ter, packing density and size are used for the present study to compare the influence
of contact angles across types of filters. The present simulations reveal that there can
be a specific contact angle (between 60◦ and 120◦) for both the types of filters (and
operating conditions) considered where the saturation in the medium can drop close to
zero resulting in a possibly self-cleaning mist filter.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Efficient separation of liquid aerosols or mists is of significant importance in many pro-
cess and automotive applications. Liquid aerosols are typically generated by industrial
compressors, lubricated machining and cutting processes and in engine crankcases.
One of the most effective and commonly used methods to treat oil-mist is through the
use of highly porous filters of different types including nonwoven fibrous, foam or knitted
media [1, 2, 3].

Most industrial oil-mist filters are oleophillic, with relatively well described, though
difficult to accurately model, behaviour [4, 5, 6]. Such filters will rapidly become clogged
with oil, causing an increase in pressure drop and (usually) a decrease in efficiency,
until they attain a state of equilibrium. This process has been described in the literature
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11], with several studies describing the process by which a clean filter
reaches the equilibrium state. Although some of the mist filters used in industry have
been constructed of oleophobic fibres, or a combination of phillic and phobic media,
phobic filters have not yet received significant attention in the literature.

It is expected that oleophobic filters may reduce saturation due to lower surface
energy on the filter surface which would result in the coalesced oil not fully wetting
the filter media. However, given the lower surface energy, re-entrainment from the
oleo-phillic filters may be more pronounced [12]. The state of being (oleo)phobic or
(hydro)phobic, with respect to fibres is generally defined by the presence of clamshell
droplets with a contact angle between ∼ 60◦ and 180◦ - the latter generally being
regarded as “super”-()phobic. However, the few filter studies which have examined
phillic or phobic media generally only define the media in this category, rather than
giving a specific contact angle.

A review of the literature suggests that there have been relatively few studies that
have examined the performance of oleophobic fibres and/ or filter media [11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16]. Most of the studies have also focused on the isolated effects of aerosol or
droplets (mists) on single phobic fibres [11, 15], the capillarity of phobic media [13], or
filter surface energy measurements [11]. However, it is noted that the performance of
phobic media as mist filters has received little attention [12, 16].

Experimental determination of contact angles on filter media is exceedingly diffi-
cult due to limitations imposed by the resolutions of current imaging equipment. Even
precise contact angle measurements of a droplet on a single fibre is not elementary,
as measurements can typically only be performed at 2-4 discrete points on a curved
surface. Contact angles can be measured on the surface of phobic media, however
the relationship to single fibre measurements are not fully validated.

Pore-scale computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of the mist filtration
process using advanced droplet- and interface-tracking approaches provide unique
advantages in allowing precise definition of contact angles, and other interfacial and
fluid properties [17]. However, the significant computing power required for resolving
the flow physics at pore-scales and the difficulty in representing a suitable filter struc-
ture (often reconstructed from scans of real media) can be a challenging task. In a
separate study [18, 19], the authors have demonstrated a methodology for generating
virtual media that qualitatively and quantitatively reflects real filters and CFD-suitable
computational mesh for two types of mist filter media (foam and nonwoven fibrous).
The process of mist filtration at steady state can be characterized by relatively large
levels of fluid saturation, dynamic fluid redistribution, re-entrainment, drainage, etc. To
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isolate the effects on contact angle on the transport of collected liquid alone in the
filter media during the process of mist filtration, in the present study, computational
simulations are carried out where the filter is pre-saturated with Diethylhexyl Sebacate
(DEHS) which is flushed with air (at constant flow rate). Two structurally different types
filter media, nonwoven and foam, with similar properties such as fibre (or element of
foam) diameter, packing density and size are used for the present study to additionally
compare the influence of contact angles across types of filter media.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the computational domains and representative structure of the
nonwoven and foam media used in the present study

2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

The filter media employed for the simulations are generated using a novel in-house
technique. The details of the methodology and work flow for the generation of the fil-
ter geometries and CFD suitable computational mesh is elaborated in [18, 19], and
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hence omitted here for brevity. The schematic of the computational domains used for
the present simulations are illustrated in Fig. 1, where representative sections of the
nonwoven and foam media are shown in Figs. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) respectively. Rep-
resentative sections of the corresponding computational mesh employed for the two
media are illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) respectively. Two types of simulations
are carried out - (i) with air alone through dry filter media, and (ii) air flow with filter
medium pre-saturated with DEHS oil. For the latter,the section of the computational
domain indicated as ’filter region’ in the figure (blue-box) is initially (t = 0) filled with
DEHS to represent a ’dipped filter’, while the rest of the domain is filled by air. A con-
stant flow of air is imposed at the ’inlet’ of the domain for all times t > 0 until steady
state is reached - which is ascertained by monitoring the transience of: (i) pressure
drop (4pair-oil), (ii) oil saturation in the filter region (αoil), (iii) location of the centre of
mass of oil in the filter region (xcom) and equivalent thickness of oil at the downstream
face of the filter (λeq) calculated as (Voil − Voil, filter)/w

2 where, w is the width of the filter
cross-section (and computational domain). The fibre (and element of foam) diameter,
length of the fibre along the direction of mean flow, and size of the geometries are
considered constant as d = 20 µm, l = 0.002 m and w = 100 × d, respectively. The
mean air flow velocity applied at the inlet for both, the single phase as well as the mul-
tiphase experiments, is fixed at uo = 0.6 m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number
Re= ρairuod/µair = 0.8 and a capillary number Ca = µairuo/σ = 3.375× 10−4. The effect
of contact angle (θe, between DEHS oil and the filter surfaces) is investigated in the
range 20◦-170◦, encapsulating most oleophillic and and oleophobic media used in the
industry.

To enable comparison of the effect of contact angle between the two types of filter
media, it was ensured that the filter packing density remained nearly equal between the
two media. They are calculated to be αs=0.035 for the nonwoven filter and 0.039 for the
foam media. The total mesh size, determined based on a mesh and domain sensitivity
study for the nonwoven and foam media are 6.5×106 and 4.7×106 cells, respectively.
The single phase pressure was found to be mesh and domain-size independent to
within < 5% while the two-phase pressure drop, liquid saturation at steady state, centre
of mass of the liquid retained in the filter region, and the equivalent thickness of the
liquid at the downstream face of the filter were found to be mesh and domain-size
independent to within ≈ 10%. The larger variation in the two-phase quantities are
attributed to the greater sensitivity of the two-phase flow to the inherently irregular
structure of the filter media at the pore-scales.

The governing conservation equations of mass (continuity) and momentum for
the single phase simulations are solved at steady state using the finite volume based
computational solver simpleFOAM , available within the open-source CFD framework
OpenFOAM. The second series of simulations involving both air and DEHS are car-
ried out using the transient interFOAM solver which uses an algebraic volume-of-fluid
(VOF) approach [20] for tracking the air-oil interface. Sufficient interface compression
was used (> 1) for the simulations based on the mesh resolution for each case for ac-
curate representation of the local interface curvature with minimal numerical smearing.
The general set of governing equations are available in [20, 21] and hence omitted here
for brevity. To ensure no spatial anomalies (at the pore-scale) exist in the virtual me-
dia, which may adversely influence the simulations, a check is carried out to evaluate
the local packing density distribution in the largest domains of the foam and nonwoven
media. The local packing density distribution, evaluated by averaging the solid volume
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fraction in the direction parallel to mean flow along segmented locations in a plane per-
pendicular to the mean flow, for the geometries considered for the present simulations
are included in [19].

All computational simulations reported in this paper were carried out using 48-
240 cores on the supercomputing facility Magnus with a Cray XC40 system at Pawsey
Supercomputing Centre, Perth, Australia.
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Figure 2: Comparison of dimensionless pressure drop predicted from the present
simulations against theoretical predictions by Spielman and Goren [22]

[22]

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the characteristics of the virtual filter media generated by the present method-
ology, single phase simulations using air were conducted at a prescribed velocity of
uo = 0.6 m/s through the nonwoven and foam media. The pressure drops obtained
from the present simulations (represented in dimensionless form) are shown in Fig. 2
for the two types of media. The values from the theoretical model of Spielman and
Goren [22] for four types of filters where: (i) all fibres are normal to flow, (ii) 3D random
fibres, (iii) all fibres are in 2D plans parallel to flow and (iv) all fibres are parallel to flow,
are shown for comparison. It is seen from the figure that the predicted pressure drops
for both the types of media are in good agreement with the literature.

The effect of contact angle on the two phase flow through the two filter media is
carried out in the range 20◦-170◦. Snapshots of the (near) steady state oil saturation
profile inside the filters is illustrated in Fig. 3 for three contact angles 20◦, 60◦ and
120◦. For each contact angle and filter media shown in the figure, the 2D (orthogonal)
views of the saturation from the inlet (flow: into the plane of the paper) and side views
() flow: left to right) are shown below the 3D perspective (flow: out of the plane of
the paper) representations. It can be seen from the figures that for both, nonwoven
and foam media, the liquid saturation in the filter region decreases, as expected, with
an increase in contact angle. It can be seen from the figures that for relatively lower
contact angles, larger contiguous liquid structures exist in the filter region at steady
state. With the further inflow of liquid mist (not included in the present study), this
would typically result in clogging of the filter media leading to relatively greater pressure
drops. Due to lower energy/ adhesion of the oil to the surface of the filters at higher
contact angles, it can be seen from the figures that the independent or segregated
liquid structures prefer a more spherical form (the size of which may be controlled by
the local pore-size distribution). Through visual observation of processed videos of the
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Figure 3: Comparison of the (near) steady state fluid saturation in the nonwoven and
foam media for different contact angles

(a) θe = 20◦

(b) θe = 60◦

(c) θe = 120◦

(d) θe = 20◦

(e) θe = 60◦

(f) θe = 120◦

entire process as well as from Figs.3(c,d) it can be seen that an increase in contact
angle results in larger liquid parcels to be ejected from the domain. It is also seen
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from the figures that an increase in contact angle results in an increase in the size of
the air channels in the liquid film at the downstream face of the filter, through which
air escapes - to the extent that no liquid remains for the case θ =120◦ shown. This
implies the existence of a critical point for the relationship between capillary and air-
flow forces - with important implications for drainage and re-entrainment in mist filtration
processes. The aforementioned observations are found to be true for both the types of
filter media considered in the present research.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the effect of contact angle on the steady state saturation,
pressure drop, location of the centre of mass of retailed oil and the equivalent

thickness of oil at the downstream face of the filter between nonwoven and foam
media

The steady state values of the oil saturation inside the filter region, two-phase
pressure drop, location of the centre of mass of retailed oil and the equivalent thickness
of oil at the downstream face of the filter for nonwoven and foam media are presented
in Fig. 4. In agreement with the qualitative observations outlined in the preceding
discussion on Fig. 3, it can be seen that an increase in contact angle results in a
commensurate reduction in the oil saturation at steady state. The slight increase in
the oil saturation in the filter from θ = 120◦ to θ = 180◦ can be attributed to the small
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amount of liquid that is retained - possibly a numerical anomaly, the effects of which
may reduce for any larger domain considered for the simulations. It is pointed out that
the domain size chosen for the study was based on series of systematic tests carried
out with successively larger domains, but for a contact angle of θ = 20◦ [19]. To abate
any such (albeit minor) artifacts of the computational simulations and for increased
accuracy of the predictions, it is necessary to carry out similar domain studies for each
contact angle considered. As a direct consequence of the reduction in fluid saturation
inside the filter, the two phase pressure drop is seen to decrease to a value nearly equal
to the single phase pressure drops for the two filters expected. This is indicative that
there may be an optimum value of contact angle that may potentially aid in drainage
and/ or aid in self-cleaning of the filter at run-time benefiting mist filtration using such
oleo-phobic filter with greater efficiency per pressure loss. It is interesting to note that
while the saturation in the filter domains, for both filters vary only marginally between
contact angles θ = 20◦ and θ = 60◦, while there is comparatively larger change in
the two-phase pressure drop. This can be attributed to the relatively greater liquid film
thickness at the downstream face of the filter (as well as greater volume of the liquid
downstream from the entrance of the filter) that results in greater resistance to air-flow.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Mist filtration processes are regarded to be highly influenced by the dynamics of wet-
ting at the pore-scales. Yet, the current understanding of the influence of oleo- hydro-
phobicity or -philicity on the characteristics of mist filtration is sparse, particularly due
to several practical difficulties and limitations in accurate measurement of liquid and
characterization of contact angles and contact line dynamics on micro or nano filter
media. Computational fluid dynamics analysis using highly resolved interface tracking
approaches provide a unique opportunity to carry out parametric analysis of such pore-
scale processes due to the ease in precisely defining the contact angles and other fluid
or interface properties. In the present research, CFD simulations using the VOF tech-
nique are carried out to study the influence of oil-filter contact angles on the dynamics
of two-phase (DEHS-air) flow through two types of filter media - nonwoven and foam.
With the intent of isolating the influence of contact angle on the transport of the of the
retained oil (characteristic of steady state filtration), the present simulations consider
pre-saturated filter media from which oil is flushed out using a constant flow of air until
steady state (or steady saturation) is reached. It is seen from the simulations that while
all other fluid properties and flow conditions are kept constant, a change in oil-filter
contact angle alone has a tremendous influence on the two-phase fluid dynamics. The
simulations reveal that there could be a threshold contact angle for a given fluid-pair
or flow rate, when the saturation in media can reduce to near-zero, implying that the
filter may be able to drain at run-time under real conditions - with minimal pressure
drop. However, further research on larger geometries and other parametric conditions,
as a direct extension of the present study is required to validate this observation and
identification of a threshold contact angle for optimum filter performance, if any.
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